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Abstract

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is responsible for liver diseases and hepatocellular carcinoma in chronically-infected patients.
Owing to high sequence variability in HCV genome, numerous subtypes have emerged. This study determined HCV strains
among patients with clinical hepatitis and blood donors in Ibadan. Blood samples were collected from consented 176 subjects
who tested positive to HCV IgM antibodies, including 99 patients with clinical hepatitis and 77 apparently healthy blood donors.
Viral RNA was extracted from blood samples, while presence of HCV was tested by amplifying the NS5B gene using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The amplified NS5B gene was sequenced and sequences were aligned on MEGA 7.0.
Phylogenetic tree was constructed with Neighbor-Joining method. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics at P<0 .05.
The NS5B gene was amplified in 38 samples, of which 29 were successfully sequenced. Phylogenetic analysis revealed three
of seven known genotypes of HCV including genotypes / subtypes 1a (34.5%), 1b (17.2%), 2b (13.8%), 2c (3.6%) and 5a
(31.3%). Subtypes 1b and 2b were found among patients with clinical hepatitis, while the single 2c was found among donors.
Although subtype 1a was detected among both populations, its rate was higher among blood donors (P = 0 .003). Subtype 5a
was found among the two groups (P= 1. 00). HCV subtypes 1a and 5a are the predominant strains in Ibadan. The diversity of
HCV observed has implications for treatment of patients and design of a broadly protective vaccine against the virus.
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INTRODUCTION

Over 185 million people worldwide are infected with hepatitis
C virus (HCV) (Mora et al., 2016). An estimated 3-4 million
people become infected every year globally (Ashfaq et al.,
2011). This accounts for about 3% of the world’s population
that are infected with HCV, with most of these cases occurring
in Africa (Kapoor et al., 2011). HCV infection is responsible
for most deaths emanating from liver failure and liver cancer
each year (Simmonds, 2004).
Studies have shown that almost 75% of HCV related deaths
occur among adults between the ages of 45 and 64 as a result
of long-term infection with HCV that leads to chronic liver
disease including liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma
(Mukherjee, 2012; Dhawan, 2016; Ly et al., 2012; Davis et al.,
1989). Chronic infection with HCV has been reported as the
main cause of liver disease, and this might be the reason for
carrying out most of the Orthotopic Liver Transplantation
(OLT) procedures in the USA (Dhawan, 2016; Davis et al.,
1989). In sub-Saharan Africa, HCV infection is a major health
challenge and has been implicated in liver disease and its
complications in chronically-infected-patients (Mora et al.,
2016; WHO, 2012; Rao et al., 2015).
Hepatitis C virus is a member of the Flaviviridae family
and the only member of the genus Hepacivirus (Simmonds,
2004; WHO, 2012). The virus is a small enveloped, spherical
virus with a positive sense, single-stranded RNA genome
(Simmonds, 2004). The HCV genome consists of a single,
open reading frame (ORF) that is 9600 nucleotide bases long
and 2 untranslated, but highly conserved regions namely 5'-

UTR and 3'-UTR located at both ends of the genome (Kato,
2000). The genome encodes a single polyprotein starting with
the core proteins (structural) and ending with the NS5B
protein, a non-structural protein that codes for the RNA
polymerase (Lindenbach et al., 2005). The NS5B gene codes
for RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), an enzyme that
is essential for viral maturation and plays an important
catalytic role during replication of HCV (Penin et al., 2004).
According to Ashfaq et al (2011), this gene represents an ideal
target for the development of antiviral drugs.
Genotypes and subtypes of HCV can be differentiated
based on the sequences of the NS5B gene, a relatively variable
region of HCV genome (Gededzha et al., 2012). This
variability results in substitutions as the virus mutates. These
nucleotide substitutions during HCV replication has resulted
in the emergence of seven major HCV genotypes (1–7), each
further divided into subtypes based on their genetic diversity
(Simmonds et al., 2005; Ohno, 2007). To date 67 well defined
and 20 unconfirmed subtypes have been identified (Messina et
al., 2014).
HCV genotypes and subtypes are distributed differently
throughout the world (Ramia and Eid-Fares 2006). Divergent
strains of genotypes 1 and 2 have been shown to be endemic
in West African countries including Burkina Faso, Ghana,
Guinea Bissau, Benin Republic and Nigeria
(Forb et al.,
2012; Markov et al., 2009), genotypes 3 is found in South
Asia, genotype 4, 5 and 6 are more predominant in central
Africa and Middle East, South-east Asia, Northern region of
South Africa and Belgium respectively (Markov et al., 2009).
Genotype 7 has been reported only in central African
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immigrants in Canada (Messina et al., 2014; Murphy et al.,
2015).
Information regarding HCV diversity in Nigeria is limited
and this has resulted in limited number of HCV sequences
from Nigeria that are available in nucleotide databases. In the
past, most studies on HCV were mainly serology-based
(Nwankiti et al., 2009; Adewole et al., 2009; Balogun et al.,
2010) and did not provide information about the molecular
epidemiology of HCV in Nigeria. Due to endemic nature of
HCV in Africa (Mustapha et al., 2007; Laraba et al., 2007;
Forbi et al., 2012), good knowledge of genetic diversity of
HCV in the region is very critical for understanding the
epidemiology of the virus, its evolutionary dynamics and
design of effective universal vaccine against HCV infection
and management of the infection with currently available
antiviral drugs.
Response to HCV treatment is known to be largely
dependent on the infecting genotype (Le Guillou-Guillemette
et al., 2007), and due to geographical variations in HCV
distribution, genotyping of infecting HCV becomes very
important. The objective of this study therefore, was to
determine the genetic diversity of hepatitis C virus isolates
circulating in Ibadan, in order to form care and management
of HCV infection in Nigeria.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population and Sample Collection:
This was a cross-sectional study in which blood samples were
collected from 176 subjects with positive HCV IgM antibodies
(99 patients with clinical hepatitis and 77 blood donors).
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from University
of Ibadan/ University College hospital Ethical Review
Committee and Oyo State Ministry of Health before
commencement of study. Samples were collected from
patients referred from different clinics to the Department of
Virology, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan and
blood donors at Blood Bank, University College Hospital,
Ibadan (UCH). The mean age of the participants was 42.2
years (age range 3 months to 83 years). There were 139 males
and 37 females included in the study.
HCV RNA Extraction and Amplification of NS5B gene:
RNA was extracted from plasma samples using a

commercially available kit, according to manufacturer’s (Jena
Bioscience total RNA Purification kit) instructions. Reversetranscription (first strand cDNA synthesis) of the extracted
RNA was performed using random hexamer and specific
primers using Script cDNA synthesis kit (Jena Bioscience), in
a final volume of 20-μl. The synthesis conditions were 42o C
for 10min followed by incubation at 50oC for 45min. The
NS5B gene fragment located at positions 8275-8618 of the
virus was then amplified using a nested PCR protocol. The
PCR reaction mix constituted of 2.0 μl of the cDNA, 2.5-μl of
Taq polymerase, 0.5-μl each of forward and reverse primers
and 7.0-μl of nuclease- free water in a final volume of 12.5-μl
reaction. Details of the primers and cycling conditions used are
shown in the table 1 below. The amplified gene fragments
were visualised using gel electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel
(Forbi et al., 2012).
Sequencing of and Phylogenetic Analysis:
PCR amplicons were purified with Exo SAP- it Amplicon
Purification kit and sequenced with ABI V3.1 Big dye
terminator according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Sequencing was done in both directions using the inner PCR
primers F2 and R2. The chromatograph of each sequence was
inspected and edited using Bio Edit software version 7.0.5.
Each consensus sequence was blasted in NCBI to determine
HCV reference sequences with closest matching identity or
relatedness to the study sequences. Study sequences were
identified using country of origin and population studied.
Alignment of the study sequences with prototype strain
H77 and other sequences from different continents spanning
300-310nt of the NS5B gene {HCV H77 position, 8275-8618
(GenBank, NC.004102.1)} obtained from HCV sequence
Database [Markov et al., 2009], was done on MEGA 7.0
version software [Kumar et al., 2015]. Phylogenetic trees were
constructed using the Neighbor-Joining method [Saitou and
Nei, 1987]. Test of Phylogeny that is, the percentage replicate
trees in which the associated taxa clustered together was
performed with Bootstrap replication of 1000 and branch
support values of >60%.
Statistical Analysis:
Statistical differences were evaluated by the Chi-Squares test
using SPSS version 20 program. Results were expressed as
percentages at P = 0.05.

Table 1:
PCR primers and cycling conditions
Nested PCR
Primer Sequences

Cycling Conditions

1st Round

Forward: 5`
TGGGGATCCCGTATGATACCCGCTGCTTTGA
Reverse:
5`GGCGGAATTCCTGGTCATAGCCTCCGTGAA

95oC for 5min, 94oC for
30sec, 50oC for 30sec, 72oC
for 45sec,72o C for 10min,
for 30cycles

2nd Round

F2- CTCAACCGTCACTGAGAGAGACAT
R2- GCTCTCAGGCTCGCCGCGTCCTC

95oC for 5min, 94oC for
30sec, 50oC for 30sec, 72oC
for 45sec,72o C for 10min,
for 45cycles
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RESULTS
The NS5B gene was amplified in 38 of the 176 specimens
giving an amplification success rate of 22%. Twenty-nine of
the PCR positive samples were successfully sequenced and
analyzed. Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences showed three
of the seven known HCV genotypes (genotypes 1, 2, 5) are cocirculating in Ibadan, Nigeria (Figure 1).
Table 2:
Distribution of Study HCV Genotypes
Genotype/Subtypes
Frequency (%)
1a
1b
2b
2c
5a
Total

10
5
4
1
9
29

Fig. 2:
Distribution of HCV Subtypes compared between Patients
with Clinical Hepatitis and Blood donors

(34.5)
(17.2)
(13.8)
(3.6)
(31.4)

Fig. 1:
Distribution of HCV subtypes among the study participants
Table 3:
Distribution of HCV Genotypes by clinical status
Genotype/ Patients with Blood Donors Total
Subtypes
clinical
(BD)
N=29
hepatitis (LD) N= 13(%)
N= 16 (%)
Occurrence
Occurrence
1a
1b
2b
2c
5a

2 (20 %)
5 (100 %)
4 (100 %)
0 (0%)
5 (55.6%)

8 (80 %)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (100 %)
4 (44.4%)

10
5
4
1
9

p

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
1. 00

Table 2 shows the distribution of HCV genotypes among study
participants as revealed by the phylogenetic analyses in figures
3 and 4. The rate of occurrence of genotypes 1a, 1b, 2c, 3a and
5a among study participants was 34.5%, 17.2%, 13.8%, 3.6
and 31.1% respectively. Subtypes 1a and 5a were the
predominant strains in the study. Subtypes 1b and 2b were
found among patients with clinical hepatitis; while the single
subtype 2c detected was among blood donors as shown in
Figure 2.

Fig. 3:
Phylogenetic tree of HCV NS5B genes in Patients with clinical
hepatitis showing sequences from this study (marked with red
blocks). Tree was constructed using Neighbor-Joining Method with
bootstrap value of 1000 replicates. Arrows indicate where study
genotypes/subtypes 1a, 1b, 2b & 5a are located on the tree.
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Figure 4
Molecular Phylogeny of HCV NS5B genes in Blood Donors showing
study sequences marked with red blocks. Tree was constructed using
Neighbor-Joining Method with bootstrap value of 1000 replicates.
Arrows indicate where study genotypes/subtypes (1a, 2c and 5a) are
located on the phylogenetic tree.

Although subtype 1a was detected among both population, the
rate was higher among blood donors (P = 0 .003), as indicated
in Table 3. Subtype 5a was found among all study participants
(P= 1.000). Subtype 5a is being reported for the first time in
Nigeria and from West Africa in this study. The phylogenetic
trees of HCV sequences, showing each study
genotype/subtypes among patients with clinical hepatitis is
shown in figure 3 while the tree showing genotypes/subtypes
among blood donors is shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the
amino acid alignment of study HCV sequences with reference
to HCV H77 prototype strain. The conserved amino acid
positions on NS5B gene are marked with red dots while
variable sites are undotted.
DISCUSSION
Our study has shown that multiple HCV genotypes (1, 2 and
5) are co-circulating in Ibadan, Nigeria. Here, we report for
the first time, the presence of genotype 5 (subtype a) in Nigeria

82

and from West Africa circulating in both patients with clinical
hepatitis and blood donors. The findings from this study are in
support of previous report by Okwuraiwe et al., (2014), in
which multiple HCV genotypes were found except genotypes
5 and 7 in Lagos, Nigeria. Prior to their work, genotypes 1 and
4 were reported in 1996 by Oni and Harrison (1996). Several
years after, genotypes 1 and 2 were identified in two remote
villages in North-Central Nigeria in the work done by Forbi et
al., (2012). These show that even within regions in Nigeria,
HCV genotypes are differentially distributed and this has
serious implication for treatment of HCV infection in the
country. The presence of diverse forms of HCV in Africa with
emphasis on Nigeria lacking adequate data was reported by
Markov et al., (2009). This diverse HCV types could lead to
high treatment failure as well as high prevalence of liver
disease including hepatocellular carcinoma (liver cancer) in
chronically infected patients (Mustapha et al., 2007; Laraba
et al., 2010; Forbi et al., 2012). It may also constitute a serious
obstacle to designing a universal vaccine against HCV
infection.
In this study, subtypes 1b and 2b were found only in
patients with clinical hepatitis. This finding supports a study
in which HCV subtype 1b was found as the prevalent HCV
subtype among patients with hepatocellular carcinoma
(Levrero, 2006). Presence of these subtypes in the patients
with clinical disease may be indicative of the virulence of
these viral strains, in addition to hosts and environmental
factors that contribute to disease outcome in the patients.
Contrary to previous studies in West African regions, that have
reported genotypes 1, 2 and 4 as the circulating strains in
Guinea Bissau, Central African Republic, and North- Central
Nigeria (Markov et al., 2009; Forbi et al., 2012), this study has
shown that genotype 5 also circulate in Ibadan, Nigeria. Of
importance, is its circulation among patients with clinical
hepatitis and blood donors, although with no statistical
difference in its prevalence among the two groups (P= 1.00).
However, there are more conserved regions in genotype 5 in
blood donors while many variable sites exist among patients
with clinical disease as shown in Figure 5. But whether this
variation is responsible for clinical symptoms in patients is not
known. In comparing the amino acid translation of the study
genotypes to HCV prototype strain H77; it was observed that
HCV genotypes in our study have their amino acid conserved
at some positions. Other positions have lots of substitutions
with other amino acids that have probably affected the viral
protein confirming the diversity observed in this study (Figure
5).
Genotype 1 (subtype 1a); is widely distributed and it
accounts for most HCV infections all over the world (WHO,
2012). Its response to combination therapy with PegInterferon and Ribavirin is said to be low, than those of
genotypes 2 and 3 (Le Guillou-Guillemette et al., 2007). HCV
subtype 1a according to this study circulates in blood donors
more than in patients with clinical hepatitis (P = 0.03).
Infection in blood donors is asymptomatic and so this finding
may imply that HCV subtype 1a is mostly found in
asymptomatic infection than the other HCV strains. This may
explain the sharp contrast in the subtype distribution in
patients that are already having clinical disease (hepatitis)
from those of blood donors. The variation observed between
study subgroups may have resulted from differences in the
route of acquisition of infection in addition host and viral
factors.
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H77TNVVTWTPKPAWPSSPSLRGFMLGALLPIQGGKTAATAGAARAAY*QLAVVTPSLATSRPGQPVEPQGSRTAPCSCVATT*SLSVKVRG
BD1..H..CSLRR.RQYGH.PNACTVE..CTTAR.NNVVIVD..P..SSP.VWA..*R..L.L*P...L.S.G..RSW..VMILWP.AR..K
BD2........R.........K.............R........Q....R.........I...R......................FMD--BD3..........V...GL.P....S.....T.......I....Q..C...............E...................W........
LD2.HCL..N.RR.RHY.H.PK.CTVE..?TTSK.DNVVIRN..P..SSPTIWGN.LR..L.L*P..?L?S....?SW..V..LWP.A...K
BD6.S.............L..............................L.............E........G..............A....
BD7..H..YNLRR.RQYGH.PNACTVE..CITAR.SNVVIVD..P..SSLPVWA..*RV.L.L*P...L.S.GIVRSW..V..LWP.ARAK.
BD9..H..YNLRR.RQYGH.PNACTVE..CITAR.SNVVIVD..P..SSLPVWA..*RV.L.L*P...L.S.GIVRSW..V..LWP.ARAK.
D10?PRE.YNLRR.RQCGH.PNACTVE..CITAR.SNVVIVD..P..SSLPVWA..*RV.L.L*P...LRS.GI.RSW..V..LWP.ARAK.
D12.....M.V....L.P....S.............I... ....................R........G..............A...E..
D13NA?E...........L..............................L.............E........G..............A....
D20.....L....V......P.D.T......T...R..............P............R........G..........W........
D23...............L....................I.........L.............E........G.....?........A....
D28..D.............................R.............L..........................................
D30*MTL.RPR?.RL.YT.*..DY.WE.P*LTP..NP...G.....EC.PP.G.......*...R..K.RA.M.P..WYA.......QR...
LD1..H..CSLRR.RQYGH.PNACTVE..CITAK.NNVVIVD..P..SSP.VWA..*R..L.LWP...L.S.G..RSW..VMILWP.ARA..
LD3..H..CSLRR.RQYGH.PNACTVE..CTTAR.NNVVIVD..P..SSP.VWA..*R..L.L*P...L.S.G..RSW..VMILWP.AR..R
LD4..........V...GL.P....S.....T.......I....Q..C...............E...................W........
LD5....*P...DR.YGR.QS..IS..P*L..K.R..VI....Q..C.R...AI..H..*..LR...L.S....R..*TE..L....RA.E
LD6........R.........K.............R........Q....R.........I...R..........................WE
LD7A.-.ARTCPKRPE.AI.LAH*ETLRRRAHDKQQRAILRLQ.LPRKRR.H?PAWG-IP*HVTSKPLERT?SCGA.GPCY?---------L10-..A..PPR.D?AI?VAHRAALYRGSPD*FKRAELRLSPVP.KRRAD?LAAV-IPSHVT*KPLRPV?SCKAPGLHNA?----------L12I?-?LVPCPKRPE?AI?LAY*ETLRRRAHDKQQRAILRLQALPRKRR.H?PAWG-IP*HVTSKPLQRA?SCGDRGPCYA?--------L13I--?LVPCPKRPE?AI?LAH*ETLRRRAHDKQQRAILRLQALPRKRR.H?PAWG-IP*HVTSKPLQRA?SCG---------------L15--VTWPPKPA-VV-V.HREALRRGPPHQFQGTKLRLSQMP.KRRPD.LAAV-TPLLAISKLLLPV?SCKAPELHHA-----------L16.HV.Q*TCSLRRA?AI.VTHPTPVLWRPYV*QQGATMWLS*MPRQRR.H?L.WA-.L*RATSRL*.PV.SCKAPGLHA?---------L20I--.LVPCPKRPE?AI.LAH*ETLRRRAHDKQQRAILRLQALPRKRR.H?PAWG-IP*HVTSKPLQRA.SC?-----------------

Figure 5:
Amino acid alignment of all study HCV sequences in comparison with the HCV prototype strain H77 indicating conserved
amino acid positions (with red dots) and variable sites (undotted

Phylogenetic analysis of the NS5B gene sequences of
study isolates showed that the different genotypes circulating
among patients clustered with similar strains from other
countries in Africa and sequences obtained previously from
Nigeria as shown on the phylogenetic trees in Figure 3. The
same was obtained for genotypes circulating in blood donors
in Figure 4. In both, distantly-related isolates were seen to be
farther away on the phylogenetic tree. Based on the bootstrap
replication of 1000, it is clear to note that these sequences that
clustered together are closely related and also might have
emanated from the same ancestor. For instance, genotype1
(subtype a) isolates obtained in this study clustered with HCV
prototype reference H77 clone and reference sequences from
Canada and Argentina (Figure 3). With the references from
Africa (Figure 3), these same isolates clustered together
especially with sequences from Nigeria showing their origin
from a common ancestor. For those that are far-branched, the
divergence might have resulted evolution in those lineages.
This study has several implications for treatment and
prevention of HCV infection in Nigeria. Presence of diverse
forms of the virus is a serious consideration with regard to the
period and type of therapy to administer to patients with
chronic HCV infections, especially in areas where the use of
direct acting antivirals (DAA), which are reported to have high
cure rate is not yet licensed. DAAs such as Sofosbuvir, a NS5B
polymerase inhibitor that suppresses NS5B replication is not
widely used for treatment in Nigeria. Interferon and Ribavirin
are the standard therapy for HCV infection in Nigeria for now,
involving about 48 weeks or more for difficult-to-treat strains

of HCV. Furthermore, additional studies are required to
understand the immunological interactions between these
diverse strains of HCV and their hosts with regards to disease
progression, as well as to determine pre-treatment drug resistant markers in the diverse HCV strains in Nigeria.
In conclusion, this study has shown that diverse forms of
HCV circulate in Ibadan, with predominant genotypes as 1a
and 5a. This has implications for therapy and management of
HCV infection in Nigeria. Based on our findings, there is need
to genotype infecting HCV in patients and blood donors before
commencement of therapy.
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